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FOREWORD 
The papers presented in this volume constitute the Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on 
Mathematical Hodelling (ICfgo which was held at-the University of California, Berkeley, U.S.A., 29-31 July 
1985. Ye are pleased that the mathematical modelling activity among scientists and practitioners has been 
steadily gt&ing since the inltiatlon of the First ICM in 1977 in St. Louts. Missouri. The developments in 
computer technology, numerical techniques and the general understanding of Various phenomena have been the 
catalysts in this growth. In the program of the Fifth ICW we have included special sessions on Analytic 
Hierarchy Processes, Horphogenesis of Patterns in Plants, Developmental Biology. Resource Ecology and 
Economic Evolution and Structural change to supplement the traditional technical sessions in engineering, 
blologlcal, medlcal and social sciences. The newly added sessions affirmatively implicate an evolutionary 
growth In the art and science of mathematical nodelling. We wish to acknowledge with many thanks the contrl- 
butions of all the authors who presented their work at the conference and subsequently submitted to this 
proceedfngr volume. 
We acknowledge with deep gratitude the help and guidance we have recefved from the Organizing Coasnittee 
and members of the Advisory Board. Special thanks are extended to all session chairmen and session 
organizers. 
Me also wish to extend our deep gratitude to the sponsoring organizations: Institute for Applied 
Sciences of St. Loufs, Missouri; University of California, Berkeley; SRI International; the International 
Assoclatlon for Mathematical Modelllng (IAW); the Italian Society for Pure and Applied Biophysics; the 
International Association for Hathematlcs and Computers in Simulation (IfUNS); the Society for Computer 
Slmulatlon; Washington Unlverslty In St. Louis and the University of Missouri-Rolla. 
The assistance of Hadana Gopal. Unlverslfy of Missouri-Rolls, in presenting the manuscripts in an 
orderly fashion for this prodeedings fs gratefully acknowledged. 
Finally, many thanks are due to Nanette Pike and her staff in the Continuing Education in Engineering, 
University Of California, 8erkeley. to Vicki Hudgins, Charlotte Lewis and Sandee A. White of the University 
Of Mssouri-Rolla; and to Constance Orchard of Washington University in St. Louls for their assistance at 
various Stages of the conference and in bringing forth this proceedings. 
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